The "MOST" Productive Student Mathematical Thinking I nstruction that meaningfully incorporates students' mathematical thinking is widely valued within the mathematics education community (NCTM 2000; Sherin, Louis, and Mendez 2000; Stein et al. 2008) . Although being responsive to student thinking is important, not all student thinking has the same potential to support mathematical learning. Thus, teachers must make choices about which student contributions should or should not be incorporated into the whole-class discussion. In this article, we provide a framework to help teachers make these choices.
Consider the following vignette:
During a geometry lesson focused on right-triangle trigonometry, students are grading a homework problem that asked them to find an angle of depression given a situation in context. After the teacher gives the correct answer, a student raises her hand and says, "I solved it by finding the angle at the bottom, and that gave me the right answer."
Many mathematics teachers would recognize the student's comment in the vignette as one that contains rich mathematics and has considerable potential to support student mathematical learning; thus, these teachers would likely choose to incorporate this comment into the lesson. Some student questions or comments-such as correct answers with no explanation or justification or clarification questions-are more routine. Thus, teachers may choose not to act on such instances.
Choosing whether to incorporate student thinking should depend on the nature of the student thinking as well as how the teacher intends to incorporate that thinking. Productive incorporation occurs when a teacher engages the class in reasoning about a student's contribution and, as a result, builds on student thinking.
We are interested in how teachers go about deciding which instances of student thinking have the most potential for productive incorporation. We identified potential characteristics of such instances from the literature (e.g., Davis 1997; Walshaw and Anthony 2008; Schoenfeld 2008 ) and refined these characteristics by applying them to classroom video data (Leatham et al., in press ). We describe these characteristics and their associated criteria to demonstrate how they might be used to identify instances of student mathematical thinking that have considerable potential for advancing students' mathematical understanding. We refer to such instances as mathematically significant pedagogical opportunities to build on student thinking or, more succinctly, Mathematical Opportunities in Student Thinking (MOSTs).
"MOST" CHARACTERISTICS
We identified three characteristics that are critical for identifying MOSTs: (1) student mathematical thinking; (2) mathematically significant; and (3) pedagogical opportunity (see fig. 1 ). Although in the midst of a lesson teachers make decisions so quickly that they may think about these three characteristics nearly simultaneously, the characteristics are defined sequentially to build on one another. We focus first on identifying student mathematical thinking. We then focus on determining whether the student mathematical thinking is mathematically significant, a process that broadens the teacher's attention from an individual student's contribution to how that contribution relates to the mathematics curriculum and goals for the class. Finally, we consider whether the student mathematical thinking provides a pedagogical opportunity at that moment, thus broadening the teacher's perspective in another way-to how an individual student's contribution might be used to engage the whole class in mathematical reasoning.
Analysis of each characteristic is based on key questions about two related criteria. In the following sections, we define each characteristic and its associated criteria. We also give examples of instances that satisfy a particular criterion and of those that fall short. Some level of subjectivity is inherent in the process. The strength of the MOST framework is that it provides a language and structured process for analyzing the mathematical and pedagogical potential of instances of student thinking that surface during a lesson (see fig. 1 ).
Student Mathematical Thinking
The student mathematical thinking characteristic consists of two criteria: student mathematics and a mathematical point. Student mathematics refers to any instance in which an observable student action allows a reasonable inference about what the student is thinking mathematically. In the classroom, student mathematics may be evident in students' utterances, board work, gestures, or individual written work, so we must evaluate each observable student action within its context. In the vignette, the context allows us to infer the student mathematics to be, "I found the angle of elevation instead of the angle of depression, and it gave me the right answer."
Other student utterances are not as straightforward-for example, the simple student answer "no." As a response to the question "Do you understand?" this answer would not provide insight into what the student is thinking mathematically. However, if "no" answers "Do you agree with Jim's solution?" we can infer the student mathematics to be, "Jim's solution is mathematically incorrect." In meeting the student mathematics criterion, we must be able to make an evidence-based inference about what the student is thinking mathematically. That said, we emphasize that student ideas need not be (and often are not) clearly articulated; we need only be able to infer the student mathematics.
Once the student mathematics is identified, we determine whether there is a mathematical idea that is closely related to it-a mathematical point. To be "closely related" to student mathematics, the idea must be one that learners could better understand by considering the student mathematics. In our vignette, the mathematical point would be, "When a higher vantage point A and a lower vantage point B are viewed in relation to one another, the angle of elevation from B to A and the angle of depression from A to B are congruent." Other mathematical points in different classrooms and situations might be as follows:
• Addition and subtraction are inverse operations.
• Fractions with a common denominator can be added by adding their numerators and keeping the common denominator.
• A single counterexample is sufficient to disprove a mathematical statement.
Not all student mathematics, however, has a mathematical point. For example, in our trigonometry vignette, suppose a student had said, "I got 89 degrees, which doesn't make sense, but I don't know where I messed up." Here we infer the student mathematics to be, "I know that 89 degrees is an unreasonable answer, but I don't know where I made an error." However, we have no means for inferring what the student did mathematically, so there is no related mathematical point.
Mathematical Significance
An instance is mathematically significant if the mathematical point is both appropriate for the mathematical development level of the students and central to mathematical goals for their learning. Appropriate mathematics must be neither too complex nor too simple. In particular, the mathematical point must be accessible to students given their prior mathematical experiences while not being a point that most students at this mathematical level would already understand. Determining appropriateness is based on experience with students, publications such as the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSI 2010) , and research on learning trajectories (e.g., Maloney, Confrey, and Nguyen 2014; Stylianides 2008) .
To illustrate this criterion, consider the mathematical point, "When a higher vantage point A and a lower vantage point B are viewed in relation to one another, the angle of elevation from B to A and the angle of depression from A to B are congruent." Because learning to solve problems using right-triangle trigonometry and understanding relationships between angles formed by parallel lines and a transversal are both part of the geometry curriculum, the mathematical point, which involves putting these ideas together, is accessible to these students while not being something that they would already understand. Thus, this instance satisfies the appropriate mathematics criterion.
To understand how this criterion might not be satisfied, consider the mathematical point, "Limits can be used to find the exact area of a shape." This point would be mathematically appropriate in a calculus course in which the formal definition of a limit was being studied, even if limits had not yet been used to find the exact area of a shape. However, this same mathematical point arising in a prealgebra class of students without sufficient background knowledge would thus fail the appropriate mathematics criterion. Or consider the mathematical point, "Adding multidigit numbers where the sum in a given place value is greater than ten requires regrouping with the next-higher place value." When children are learning the addition algorithm, this mathematical point would be appropriate. Were this same point to surface in an algebra class, the instance would not be appropriate because such students would likely already understand the idea and discussing it would not help them move forward in their learning.
Once the mathematical point is deemed to be appropriate, it meets the central mathematics criterion if it is closely related to a lesson goal, a unit goal, or a broader mathematical goal considered high priority for students' overall mathematical understanding.
The mathematical point in the trigonometry vignette is closely related to the lesson goals because it provides a method for solving some of the homework problems; it is also related to broader course goals because it connects to theorems about parallel lines that are central to students' learning in a geometry class. Thus, this instance would satisfy the central mathematics criterion. Because this instance satisfies both the appropriateness and centrality criteria, it would be mathematically significant.
Not all mathematical points that are appropriate, however, necessarily meet the central mathematics criterion. Suppose that during an algebra lesson about the Pythagorean theorem, a student asks how to find the square root of a number without a calculator. The mathematical point-"We can find the square root of a number without technology using an algorithm similar to the long division algorithm"-is appropriate (that is, accessible but not likely already understood) but not related to a central learning goal for students, so it does not meet the central mathematics criterion.
Pedagogical Opportunity
Instances of student mathematical thinking that are determined to be mathematically significant are not necessarily MOSTs. Teachers must still determine whether such an instance creates a pedagogical opportunity requiring two key criteria: opening and timing.
An opening is an instance in which the expression of a student's mathematical thinking creates, or has the potential to create, an intellectual need (Harel 2013 ) for students to make sense of the student mathematics. Common situations we have identified that tend to create intellectual need include-
• a correct answer with novel reasoning; • an incorrect answer that involves a common or mathematically rich misconception; • a mathematical contradiction; • incomplete or incorrect reasoning; and • "why" or generalizing questions.
To illustrate the opening criterion, we return once again to our trigonometry example. The student has proposed an alternative method for making sense of a problem that students in the class have spent time working on. It is likely that many would be interested to find out whether and why the proposed alternative (and possibly more efficient) method works here or in general. Because we can infer a potential intellectual need among many students, an opening has been created.
To illustrate how this criterion may not be met, consider a lesson in which a teacher is demonstrating a method for solving systems of equations. A student asks the teacher to repeat the explanation of the step wherein two equations were added together to eliminate the variable x. The student mathematics is related to the mathematical point, "the addition property of equality," which is appropriate and central to this lesson; thus, the instance is mathematically significant. Here, the question does not clearly focus on making sense of the procedure, so it does not set up a situation for students in the class to do so. Hence, this question does not create an intellectual need for students to make sense of the mathematics and thus does not create a pedagogical opening to build on the student's thinking.
Timing of the instance is important.
Pedagogical opportunities occur at times that are opportune-when taking advantage of the opening at that moment is likely to further students' understanding of the mathematical point of the instance. We again return to the trigonometry vignette, in which we have an instance of mathematically significant student thinking that has created a pedagogical opening. Is now the right time to pursue that thinking? Because the students have already engaged with problems in the homework that are directly related to the mathematical point of the instance, they are likely ready for fruitful discussion about this student's mathematics, so the timing criterion is satisfied and the instance creates a pedagogical opportunity. The instance in the vignette embodies all three characteristics-it is a MOST.
To illustrate how an instance can fail the timing criterion, let's suppose that a student proposes an interesting strategy to solve a task whose purpose is to explore relationships among multiple solution strategies. Because of the focus on sense Publication of statement of ownership will be printed in the November 2014 issue of this publication. 17. Signature and title of editor, publisher, business manager, or owner: Pamela Tilson, senior copy editor, September 19, 2014. I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete. I understand that anyone who furnishes false or misleading information on this form or who omits material or information requested on the form may be subject to criminal sanctions (including fines and imprisonment) and/or civil sanctions (including civil penalties). making, this instance (assuming that it is judged to be student mathematical thinking that is mathematically significant) creates an intellectual need and thus an opening. But if the student's proposition is stated just as students have begun to work on the task, the timing is not yet right for a class discussion of an individual solution strategy, because it would likely undermine the intent of the task.
MOST: A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING STUDENT THINKING
Building on student thinking can be a means for improving mathematics instruction and has been advocated in the field (e.g., NCTM 2000). However, not all student thinking has the same potential for contributing to students' mathematical understanding and, consequently, not all should be pursued in similar ways. As teachers, we need to listen carefully to all student ideas but follow with thoughtful consideration of whether a particular idea or comment is worth pursuing in the limited amount of instructional time that is available. The MOST framework highlights three critical characteristics to help teachers identify which instances might be most productive to pursue for mathematical purposes.
Teachers may choose to discuss other student ideas for different purposes. For example, we may choose to discuss a rather routine solution of a student who rarely participates in class as a means of engaging that student in the lesson, even though the instance is unlikely to further the mathematical understanding of the class as a whole. It is important, however, that teachers consider their purpose for incorporating student ideas into a lesson, understanding that some instances of student thinking directly support the learning of mathematics whereas others may not.
The MOST framework has the potential to become a tool for making sense of classroom interactions and for learning how to build more productively on student thinking during a lesson. It could, for example, be used by an individual teacher as a tool to reflect on the student thinking that emerges during a lesson, by pairs of teachers to facilitate mutual peer observation, or by groups of teachers as a framework for analyzing classroom artifacts in professional development settings or in professional learning communities. We have found that determining the mathematical point often results in rich mathematical discussions. Further, by focusing on what student thinking could be incorporated into a lesson and why that incorporation might be valuable, the framework provides a common language for teachers to discuss the practice of building on student mathematical thinking. Better understanding of this practice has considerable potential to enhance the teaching and learning of mathematics.
